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Exploring the Stars

 Fundamental Properties of Stars
 How do we measure these properties?
 How do we classify stars?
What are the types of star clusters?
 How do we determine the age 

of a star cluster?

 Further Reading: The Essential Cosmic Perspective, Chapter 11
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Star type: G2V

Our Sun

Pietro Angelo Secchi 
(1818-1878)
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How can we study the life cycles of stars?

There are ~100b stars in the Milky Way galaxy!

Stars are hugh, opaque luminous balls of gas (plasma). 
 like our sun

A star can live for millions to billions of years.
 unable to see a star evolve from birth to death 
 stars not born at the same time, each at different life stage
 see only a brief moment of star’s life
 reconstruct life cycle from collective snapshots of many stars    
 stellar demographics!

The stars we observe also have different masses.
 determine how long stars of a given mass remain in a certain 

stage of life by counting stars of different masses  age
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Modern Magnitude System

 star brightness as it appears from Earth
 each magnitude step is 2.5 in brightness
magnitude of 5 difference = factor of 100

Astronomers still use an 
ancient method (by 
Hipparchus, 190~120BC) 
to measured brightness   
 Magnitude System.

Apparent magnitude
= 2.5 log(Apparent Brightness)

Stars can be classified based on their 
brightness & location in the sky.
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Stars classified based on their brightness & position in 
the sky says very little about it’s true (physical) nature.

Classification Scheme of Stars

 a star could be very bright  
because it is very close to us

In the 20th century, astronomers 
developed a more appropriate 
classification system based on
 Luminosity
 Surface Temperature

Stellar life cycles can be reconstructed since these
properties depend on mass & age of star.
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How do we measure stellar luminosities?

Luminosity – total power 
radiated by a star into 
space, in units of watts 
(W).

Brightness of stars as we 
see them in the sky is 
referred to as the 
apparent brightness.
 amount of power reaching 

us per unit area
 the farther away the star, 

the fainter it appears

Surface area = 4d 2
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Apparent Brightness
Apparent brightness obeys the inverse square law:

Apparent 
brightness =

Luminosity
4d 2

Apparent brightness can be measured with a photodetector.
 e.g. CCD, CMOS sensors
 detector has to be properly calibrated
 account for absorption & scattering in the atmosphere/space
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BaselineA B

C

The most direct way is with stellar parallax.
 small annual shifts in star’s apparent position as Earth orbits 

around the Sun

How do we measure distance of stars?

Analogous to 
triangulation used   
by surveyor.
Measure angle by 

looking at C w.r.t. 
some fixed background 
object at A & B

Measure distance 
between A & B
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Stellar Parallax

Baseline = 2 AU

Parallax angle is the angle 
subtended by 1 AU.

sin p = 1 AU/d
if p << 1, sin p  p

d = 1 AU/p
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2p
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http://encarta.msn.com/ 
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Stellar Parallax, cont’d

Sun
p p p

d d d

Earth

1 
A

U

Distance to an object with a parallax angle of 1 arcsecond 
(1") is called 1 parsec (pc). 

p (arc sec)d (pc) =
1

60" = 1 arc minute (1')
60' = 1 degree (1)

360 = 1 full circle 1 parsec = 206,265 AU
= 3.26 light years

As distance increases, 
parallax decreases.
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Stellar Luminosities

The luminosity of a star is found from

Luminosity = (Apparent brightness) 4d 2

Stars have a wide range of luminosities 
 Our Sun is somewhere in the middle.

Dimmest star = 10-4 of our Sun

Brightest star = 106 of our Sun

Dim stars are far more common than bright stars.
 Our Sun is brighter than most stars in our galaxy!
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How do we measure stellar temperature?
Stars come in many different 

colours.
Stars behave almost like a 

blackbody.
 theoretical object that absorbs 

all radiation on it

Thermal 
radiation 
spectrum : 
curve shift left 
as temperature 
increases. 
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Colour of Stars

Peak wavelength changes as a function of temperature
according to Wien’s Law.

max  nm


Shorter wavelength

Hotter, higher temperature

Longer wavelength

Cooler, lower temperature
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Spectrum of Stars

Very hot inner region 
emits continuous 
radiation.

Cooler outer 
layers absorb 
certain 
wavelength. 
 reveals 

chemical 
composition 
of the star!
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Spectrum of Our Sun
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Typical Spectrum of Stars

Hot

Cool
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Spectral Type Classification System

O
B
A
F
G
K
M
(L)

Type Surface Temperature (K)
> 30,000
10,000 ~ 30,000
7,500 ~ 10,000
6,000 ~ 7,500
5,000 ~ 6,000
3,500 ~ 5,000
2,000 ~ 3,500
1,500 ~ 2,000

“blue”

“white”

“red”

Our Sun:

G2 star (5,800 K)
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Why the odd stellar sequence?

Williamina
Fleming

Annie Jump Cannon
Edward Pickering & his computers 

(Harvard College Observatory, 1800s)
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Spectral Types of Stars

Stellar spectrum reveals temperature & chemical
composition of star.

Spectral type is defined by
 absorption lines & its relative strengths of various 

elements, ions & molecules

But spectral type is not determined by composition      
 all stars are made primarily of H & He.

Spectral type is determined by surface temperature.
 dictates the energy states of electrons in atoms 
 dictates the types of ions or molecules
 this, in turn, determines the number & relative strengths of 

absorption lines in the star’s spectrum
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Masses of Stars
Mass is the single most important property. 
At each stage of a star’s life, mass determines
 luminosity
 spectral type, or temperature
Stellar mass is generally more difficult to measure than 

surface temperature or luminosity. 
Mass can only be measured directly 

by observing the effect which gravity
from another object has on the star. 
 Kepler’s third law
 most easily done for two stars which 

orbit one another
 binary star systems

Sirius A

Sirius B
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Types of Binary Star Systems

Visual binary
 pair of stars which is visually distinct

Sirius

Eclipsing binary
 pair of stars orbiting in the plane 

of our line of sight
 when one eclipse the other, the 

apparent brightness drops
 light curve (apparent brightness 

vs time) reveals the pattern of the 
eclipses

 e.g. Algol, Perseus constellation
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Types of Binary Star Systems, cont’d
Spectroscopic binary
 neither visual or eclipsing
 small distance between the stars
 existence of two stars inferred from the Doppler shift of the 

spectral lines
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Types of Binary Star Systems, cont’d

Blue star – A
Red star  – B 

Periodic 
blueshifts & 
redshifts can 
be measured. 
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+3.1 

+5.1 

Albireo, the Beautiful Visual Binary

5th brightest star in 
Cygnus constellation. 
 385 light years away 

One of the most attractive 
double stars.
 striking gold-blue contrast 

 orange giant K star       
(4,300 K, 1000 Lsun , 56 Rsun)

 main-sequence B star  
(12,100 K, 100 Lsun , 3 Rsun)
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Albireo, the Beautiful Visual Binary
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Mizar, the Binary Star

Second star in the handle of the Big Dipper.
 appears to be a visual binary of 2 stars
 each “star” is a spectroscopic binary
 Total of 4 stars!
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Sizes of Stars
Star size can be found from the Stefan-Boltzmann law:
Luminosity = (surface area)(power emitted per unit area)

L = (4R2)  T4

� Measure T from spectrum.
� Deduce L from brightness & distance.

Results for main-sequence stars:

R  M¾
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The Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram
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Main-Sequence Stars

Main-sequence stars 
are all fusing H.

They differ in 
temperature & 
luminosity because 
the H fusion rate 
depends strongly on 
mass. 

Main-sequence 
lifetime of a star 
depends on both its 
mass & luminosity.

A main-sequence star’s 
mass can be estimated 
from just knowing its 
spectral type.

Mass is the most 
fundamental 
property of a star.
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Mass-Luminosity Relation

Mass can be inferred 
from luminosity.

Mass-luminosity 
relation implies that 
massive stars have 
shorter lives       
 more fuel but burn 

out very quickly!

Only applicable for 
main-sequence stars.

L  M4
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The Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram, cont’d

 Stefan-Boltzmann law:
L = (4R2)T4
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Supergiant: Betelgeuse

The left shoulder of Orion. 
H

ST
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+0.58 
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What are giants & supergiants?
Stars near the ends of their lives.
 H fuel in their cores are exhausted

 facing an energy crisis as they try to 
hold off the inevitable crushing force 
of gravity

 energy is released at a furious rate
 expand to enormous size!

So bright that they can be seen even if they are not 
especially close to us.

Identified by their reddish colors.

Giants & supergiants are considerably rarer than main 
sequence stars.
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Every star will eventually become a giant/supergiant…
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The Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram, cont’d

 Stefan-Boltzmann law:
L = (4R2)T4
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White Dwarf: Sirius B

One of the nearby stars  8.7 light years away.
Along the diagonal from the belt of Orion. 
Sirius B is less bright than Sirius A.
Smaller than the Earth. 
Our Sun will turn into

a white dwarf in ~5.4b
years time.
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White dwarfs are the remaining 
core of stars that ran out of fuel.
 outer layer ejected
 all nuclear fusion ceased

Hot because they are exposed                                  
stellar core. 

Dim because they lack an energy source & radiate only
their leftover heat into space.

No larger in size than Earth, but may have a mass as
large as our Sun.

Essentially stellar corpses.

What are white dwarfs?
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Some stars will eventually become a white dwarf…
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Stellar Luminosity Classes

Luminosity class describes the region of the H-R diagram in
which the star falls.

A star’s luminosity class is more closely related to its size
than to its luminosity.

Both spectral type & luminosity class fully classify a star.

VI Sub-dwarfs
VII White dwarfs
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Our Sun

Star type: G2V
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Star Classification Examples

Albireo, Cygnus constellation
 K3II & B9.5V

Sirius, Canis Major constellation
 A1V & A2-5VII

Betelgeuse, Orion constellation
 M2I
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Pulsating Variable Stars
Some unstable stars vary significantly 

in brightness with time.
� Upper layers are too opaque

 energy & pressure builds up
 expands in size 
 outer layer become transparent 
 energy escapes & pressure drops 
 contracts in size

Oscillates in size in a 
futile quest to achieve 
equilibrium 
 brightness varied    

in a regular pattern
Light curve for a pulsating variable star
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Pulsating Variable Stars, cont’d
Most pulsating variable 

stars occupy the 
instability strip on the 
H-R diagram.

A special category of 
very luminous stars in 
the upper portion of the 
strip is known as 
Cepheid variable stars.
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Star Clusters

All stars are born from giant interstellar gas clouds.
One cloud can have enough material to form many stars.
 stars almost inevitably form in groups

These groups are known as star clusters.
 stars in a cluster lie at about the same distance from Earth
 all stars have roughly the same age & initial chemical composition

There are two basic types:

Open clusters
Globular clusters
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Open Clusters

Always found in the galactic disk of the galaxy.
Young in age, 1m~1b years old. 
Typically 30 light years across & sparsely packed.
Contain from 10s to 1,000s stars, typical 100s. 

Most famous open cluster 
is the Pleiades, Taurus 
constellation.

Also known as the Seven 
Sisters or Subaru (Japan)

 80m years old
 425 light-years away
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Orion

Gemini

Taurus

Canis
Minor

Sirius

Pleiades

Hyades
 Another nearby 

open cluster is 
Hyades in Taurus 
constellation.

 > 200 stars
 660m years old
 150 light-years 

away
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Globular Clusters
Found mostly in the         

spherical halo of the galaxy. 
Consists of old stars,            

8~13b years old. 
10,000~100,000s of stars.
Typically 60~150 light           

years in diameter.
Densely packed &      

concentrated in a ball shape.
Stars can be separated by only a 

fraction of a light year in the core. 

M80 (12b years old)
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surface temperature

Massive stars
Very luminous

Short lives

Low mass stars
low luminosity

Long lives

surface temperature

Massive stars
Very luminous

Short lives

Low mass stars
low luminosity

Long lives

surface temperature

Massive stars
Very luminous

Short lives

Low mass stars
low luminosity

Long lives

Stars in a cluster have the same age, distance & the 
same initial composition  but mass differs!

Massive stars on the main sequence have shorter lives.

How do we determine the age of a star cluster?

 O stars  1m years. 
 Our Sun  10b years.
 M stars  > 100b years. 

Plot all stars in the 
cluster on the H-R 
diagram 
 main-sequence 

turnoff point      
gives the age.
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Main Sequence Turnoff of Some Star Clusters
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Main Sequence Turnoff of the Oldest Globular Cluster

M4 globular cluster

Main sequence 
turnoff point is near 

to our Sun

Age of cluster     
= 13b years!
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The Beginning & Life of Stars

Where & why do star form?
 Stages of star birth
Masses of newborn stars
 Life of a low-mass star
 Life of a high-mass star
 Interaction in a close 

binary system

 Further Reading: The Essential Cosmic Perspective, Chapter 12
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Life Cycles of Stars
Stars are like people.

 They are born, grow up, mature & die. 

2~3 new stars form per year in our galaxy. 
Interstellar gas clouds are the birthplaces of stars.
Mass determines what life path it will take. 
Stars are divided into 3 basic groups:

Low mass : 0.08 Msun < M < 2 Msun

Intermediate mass :      2 Msun < M < 8 Msun

High mass :      8 Msun < M

H-R diagram is useful for following stellar evolution.
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Recap: The Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram

Low mass
Intermediate 

mass

High 
mass
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Degeneracy Pressure

2 particles cannot occupy the same space & momentum.
Particles become very energetic in very dense materials.

 ground states are completely filled
 particles play a game of musical chairs
 particles approach light speed

Two types: Electron & Neutron Degeneracy Pressures.
Pressure holding up star is independent of temperature, 

but increases as volume decreases. 
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Stellar Nursery

Space within galaxy is filled with interstellar medium.
 comprises 70% H, 28% He & 2% others
 half of the heavy elements are interstellar dust

Interstellar medium differs in temperature & density at 
different place.
 (hot & low density) vs (cold & dense)
Most have in-between temperature & density

Stars are born in the coldest & highest density types 
of interstellar clouds.
 so that molecules (mainly H2 ) can form
molecular clouds: 10~30 K, 300 molecules/cm3.
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Eagle Nebula’s 
“Pillars of 
Creation”
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“Pillar of Creation” in our sky?
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Other Star-Forming Regions 
Found around high-mass stars. 

UV photons from O & B stars       
(>25,000 K) ionize H in nebula

 gas re-emits red H-line
 known as ionization nebula

Blue/black tints in star-forming 
regions due to starlight         
reflection from dust grains.
 dust scatter blue light more                 

than red
 similar to our blue sky
 known as reflection nebula

Orion 
nebula

Orion 
nebula
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Why do stars form?
Competition between gravity & pressure

determines whether a star can form. 
Gravity collapse the molecular clouds 

(density-dependent)
 Thermal pressure exerts outward push

(density- & temperature-dependent)

Observations suggest that gravity can form stars more 
easily if some other force triggers the cloud compression. 
 collision between 2 molecular clouds
 collision of debris from exploding star with molecular cloud

Once gravity overcomes thermal pressure,          
gravitational contraction shrink the cloud. 
 gravitational potential energy converted into thermal energy
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Process of Star Formation

Thermal energy in molecular cloud quickly lost through
photon emissions (IR & radio waves) by colliding
molecules.

Cloud’s temperature increase if it cannot get rid of that
thermal energy as quickly as it is being generated.
 pressure will increase & the process can be brought to a halt!

Molecular cloud 
collapse

Gravitational PE 
 thermal energy

Photon emission carry 
away thermal energy
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Mass of Star-Forming Clouds

Most stars are born in clusters. 
 (Gravity > Thermal pressure) requires minimum of ~100 Msun .

Star-forming clouds 
often hold much more
mass (~1,000 Msun) 
probably due to
 turbulent gas motion
 fast moving gas clumps

 magnetic fields   
threading the clouds
 restrict motion of 

charged particles
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Fragmentation of Molecular Cloud

Molecular clouds are 
turbulent & lumpy.
 small, dense clumps that can 

shrink on their own during 
contraction

Accelerating nature of this 
process splits a large cloud 
into many individual 
fragments. 
 each becoming a star system

Large molecular cloud do not normally form a single 
extremely massive star but many individual stars. 
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Photons cannot escape as cloud density increases.
 more likely to run into a molecule & gets absorbed
 converts back into thermal energy
 internal temperature & pressure increase

Birth of a Protostar

When core is dense 
enough to trap all 
radiation, temperature & 
pressure rise dramatically.
 pressure pushes back against 

gravity  contraction slows
 dense core now a 

protostar
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Protostellar Disk
Outer gas layer has little pressure to support them when 

dense core forms. 
 outer layer gas starts to “rain” down onto protostar

Gas cloud has some initial, small overall rotation.
 rotates faster as it contracts (angular momentum conservation)
 forms into a protostellar disk
 inner part orbits faster than outer
 friction & heat generated due to 

differences in orbital speed
 friction slowly cause orbits of 

individual gas particles to fall     
onto the protostar (accretion disk)

 protostar mass gradually increases
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Protostellar Jets
Rapid rotation of protostar  strong magnetic field.
 angular momentum transferred to outlying materials as 

magnetic field lines sweep through the protostellar disk
 magnetic field also generate strong protostellar wind, carrying 

additional angular momentum to interstellar space
 all act to slow rotation of protostar

Many protostars also fires streams of gas into space.
 magnetic field lines (threading the protostellar disk) twisted 

into a ropelike configuration
 twisted field may help channel jets of 

charged particles along rotation axis
 2 protostellar jets shoots in opposite directions of rotation axis
 winds & jets help clear gas cocoon around forming star
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Stages of Star Birth

Hidden protostar

Flow of jet

protostellar disk

protostellar jet

HST
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A star is born!
Protostar core temperature is only ~1m K when its 

surrounding gas is blown away. 
 convection carries thermal energy to surface in early period
 energy flows out by radiative diffusion as interior heats up

Protostar surface temperature is at a constant 3,000 K.
 negatively charged ion, H, is formed at > 3,000 K. 
 H- interact strongly with visible light & trap photons within gas
 Convecting gas rises until it reaches the 3,000 K layer 
 H- becomes rare & photon can escape into space

Nuclear fusion ignites when significant mass 
accretes & core temperature > 10m K.
 gravitational contraction stops
 star is born!
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Length of time from protostar formation to birth of main-
sequence star depends on the star’s mass.

O or B stars < 1m years
Our sun (G stars) ~30m years
M stars > 100m years

Massive stars may live & die long before the smallest 
stars even start to fuse H!

Some protostars end up close together & orbit around 
each other  Binary star systems!
 pairs with larger angular momentum  large orbits
 Close binary systems have orbital separations < 0.1 AU            

& orbital periods of only a few days

How long does it take for a protostar to become a star?
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Life Track of a 1Msun Star
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Life Track of Stars of Other Masses

Stage 1: 
Assembly of a Protostar

Stage 2:

Convection Contraction
Stage 3:

Radiative Contraction
Stage 4:

Self-Sustaining Fusion
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 “Failed star” slowly radiates its 
internal thermal energy away

 known as brown dwarf
 radiates in infrared

 core is mainly H
 far dimmer than normal star & 

are extremely difficult to detect
 first brown dwarf discovered in 

1995  Gliese 229B, 5% of Msun

Masses of Newborn Stars
Smallest mass of a newborn star is 0.08 Msun.
 Dimmest red dwarf star measured to be 8.3% of Sun’s mass.

Protostar with < 0.08 Msun have closely packed electrons.
 degeneracy pressure (indep. of temperature) stops gravitational 

contraction  core not hot enough to ignite fusion!

Gliese 
229A

Gliese 229B
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Brown Dwarfs
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Size of Brown Dwarfs

Brown dwarfs have size similar to Jupiter (11.2 Rearth). 
 Jupiter is also held up by the same electron degeneracy pressure
 Brown dwarfs are those that are large enough to burn deuterium 
 at least 13 Mjupiter

very low 
mass star

L dwarf
(65 Mjupiter)

T dwarf
(30 Mjupiter)

M dwarf
(75 Mjupiter)

brown dwarfs
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Deuterium
nucleus

Helium-3,
rare form of He

Normal
Helium-4Full 

convection 
& nuclear 
fusion

Full convection & 
Deuterium burning

Partial convection. 
No Deuterium 

burning.

Our Sun
Typical brown 

dwarf Jupiter

Is brown dwarf a planet?
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Largest Masses of Newborn Stars

Maximum mass of a star is ~150 Msun.
 not well-defined
 due to radiation pressure  photons exert 

tiny pressure when they strike matter
 very massive stars are a few million solar 

luminosity
 radiation pressure > thermal pressure

 energy generated furiously in stars of   
>150 Msun
 gravity cannot resist radiation pressure

 such stars get rid of extra mass by blowing away their outer 
layers
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2m years old
150 Msun ,  >1m Lsun

The Heavyweights of the Universe
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 R136a cluster in 
Tarantula Nebula, 
Large Magellanic 
Cloud.

How Massive can Stars be?
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 Most massive star 
found with ESO’s 
Very Large 
Telescope in Jul-10.

How Massive can Stars be?
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 R136a cluster in 
Tarantula Nebula, 
Large Magellanic 
Cloud.

 Most massive star 
found with ESO’s 
Very Large 
Telescope in Jul-10.

How Massive can Stars be?
ht
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0/ ~1m years old
265 Msun
10m Lsun

 Birthweight estimated at ~320 Msun.
 Probably end its life with hypernova!
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Mass Distribution of Newborn Stars

Most stars in a new 
star cluster are less 
massive than the Sun!
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Lives in the Balance

Stars remain in a balanced state until their H are used up.
 thermal pressure balances gravity
 fusion energy balances radiative energy flow from surface

Once fusion stops, fate of star depends on its birth mass.

Three categories:
Low Mass   0.08 Msun < M < 2 Msun

Intermediate Mass  2 Msun < M < 8 Msun

High Mass  8 Msun < M

Life of intermediate-mass stars are similar to high-mass 
stars but ends like low-mass stars.
we know it from theoretical models & detailed observations.
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Life as a Low-Mass Star

Low-mass stars are similar to our Sun.
 generate energy & shine steadily like the Sun
 interior structures are also similar
Minor differences in the way energy travels to the surface.
 energy escape through radiative diffusion &/or convection
 convection zone depth depends on internal temperature  mass

Very low-mass:
convection zone 
extends  to core.

0.5~1.5Msun: convection 
in cooler outer layer, 
radiation diffusion deep 
in star.

High-mass: No 
convection zone 
near surface. 

energy production 
in core. 

Convection 
help radiative 
diffusion move 
energy out due 
to very high

Low Mass Stars
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Activities of Low-Mass Stars

Convection determines the activity on a star’s surface. 

Very low-mass M stars are very 
active.
 fast rotation & deep convection
 churning interiors are twisting & 

knotting their magnetic lines
 flares are produced when these 

field lines snap & reconfigure

Long life of low-mass stars are generally uneventful.
 fusion  particle number drops & core shrinks  fusion 

rate increases  luminosity increases gradually, like our 
Sun
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Subgiant Stage

Crush of gravity shrinks the core rapidly.
 plenty of fresh H surrounds the He core
 gravity shrinks both inert He core & surrounding H shell
 H shell becomes hot enough to ignite fusion
 H shell burning proceed at a higher rate than core fusion

Star grows in size & luminosity to become a subgiant.
 outer layers expand outward
 weaker gravity at surface  large mass escape in stellar wind

Fusion stops when
core H is depleted.
 once again out of

balance  no longer can
resist crush of gravity

 star will undergo 
dramatic changes!
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Inert core & shell collapses until it heats to 100m K.
 He fusion begins (He  C)  “triple- reaction”

Red Giant Stage

 becomes a red giant  creates 
most of the C that made organic 
molecules (& life)

In very low-mass stars (< 0.45 
Msun), He fusion may not start. 
 collapse counter by degeneracy 

pressure  He white dwarf
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Helium Flash
When He fusion is ignited, core is held up by       

electron degeneracy pressure.
 thermal pressure is too low

Onset of He fusion heats core 
rapidly without expansion.
 degeneracy pressure does not increase with temperature
 rising temperature  soaring fusion rate  helium flash

Enormous energy released into core very quickly. 
 thermal pressure dominates again & pushes back gravity
 core/H-burning shell expands  temperature/fusion rate drops

Total energy production drops even though star has both 
He & H fusion  luminosity decreases. 
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Helium Burning
Outer layer contracts from their peak size & surface 

temperature increases. 
Star stabilises into a      

He-burning star. 
 star is now smaller & hotter
 drops downward & left  

on the HR diagram
All low-mass stars fuse  

He into C at the same rate.
 same luminosity but outer 

layer have different masses  
 depends on mass expelled 
through stellar winds during 
red giant phase
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Star goes out of balance again when core He is exhausted. 
C core shrink & collapse stopped by degeneracy pressure
 never become hot enough for C fusion (600m K)

Collapse triggers a He-burning shell around the C core.
H shell burn atop He shell  double-shell burning giant
 Energy from He shell build up in region between shells  in-

between layers expand & H shell turned off  star contracts
 fuel used up in He shell  star contracts, igniting H & He shells 

Dying star proceeds in a series of thermal pulses.
He burning never equilibrate
 expanded dying star has a very weak grip on its outer layers
 luminosity, radius, stellar wind   matter flows outward
 surface enriched with C drenched up from core by strong 

convection during each thermal pulse  known as carbon stars 

A Dying Star
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A Dying Star
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Evolution of the Sun’s Luminosity
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Evolution of the Sun’s Radius

> 1,000 K on 
planet Earth
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Outer layers ejected through stellar winds/other process.
 huge gas shell expanding away from the inert C core

Planetary Nebula

Intense UV from exposed 
core ionises expanding gas.
 gas shell glows brightly as a 

planetary nebula
 fade as C core cools

Nebula will disappear 
within 1m years, leaving 
behind a white dwarf.
 white dwarf eventually 

disappear from view as it 
becomes too cold to emit    
any visible light
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Planetary Nebula
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Death of a Low-Mass Star

(a few 100m years)

(~100m years)

(~1m years)

(~1m years)
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Life Cycle of the Sun
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Matter & The Periodic Table

Matter is assembled from atoms. 

Atoms classified by proton & neutron number in nucleus.

Elements are arranged according to proton number in the 
periodic table.
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The Periodic Table & High-Mass Stars
All other elements are made in high-mass stars. 
 only its cores reach high enough temperature

Early life stages similar to low-mass stars, but proceed 
much more rapidly.
 fuse increasingly heavier elements until all sources are used up
 implosion by gravity results in self-destruct  Supernova

The Periodic  Table
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Hydrogen Fusion in High-Mass Stars

Low-mass: Fusion via proton-proton chain
High-mass: Fusion via CNO cycle
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CNO Cycle
C used as a catalyst in the nuclear fusion reaction. 
 amount of C, O & N in core (< 2%) is sufficient for catalysis
 much faster fusion process with catalysts
 much hotter core allows protons to slam into C, O & N
 effectively still 4 H nuclei  1 He nucleus

CNO cycle begins at 15m K & becomes more dominant 
at higher temperatures.

Enormous amounts of power is generated in the core.
 energy generated is also given by mc2

 photons exert a significant radiation pressure
 radiation pressure drive strong, fast-moving stellar winds at the 

photosphere (10-5 solar mass of gas per year at >1,000 km/s)
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Supergiant
High-mass star responds much like a low-mass but

much faster as its core H runs out.
 H-burning shell developed & its outer layers expands
 core collapses & He fusion ignites gradually
 no He flash for mass > 2 Msun as thermal pressure is stronger
High-mass star fuses He into C very rapidly.
 inert C core after a few 100,000 years
 C core collapses, forming a He-burning shell
 outer layers swell further
For intermediate-mass stars (2~8 Msun), degeneracy 

pressure halts the collapse of C core. 
 upper layers are eventually blown away
 becomes a white dwarf
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Advanced Nuclear Burning
Gravitational contraction of C core continues until it

reaches 600m K for high-mass stars.
C starts to fuse into heavier elements
 gravitational equilibrium is restored temporarily

Once C is depleted (~100s years), core again collapses
& heats until it can fuse a still-heavier element.

Simplest sequence of fusion stages occurs through 
successive helium-capture reactions. 
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At even high temperature, heavy nuclei can fuse to each 
other. 
 some heavy-element reactions release free neutrons, which may 

fuse with heavy nuclei to make still rarer elements
 star is forging a variety of elements!

Advanced Nuclear Burning, cont’d
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Advanced Nuclear Burning, cont’d

New type of shell burning ignites each time the core
shrinks.
 central region looks like the inside of an onion
 layer over layer of shells burning different elements
 Fe piles up when Si is fusing
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The Iron (Fe) Problem

Mass/nuclear particle 
decreases in going 
from H to Fe.

Trend reversed  
beyond Fe. 
 those elements can only 

generate nuclear energy 
through fission

Fe has the lowest mass/nuclear particle!
 cannot release energy by either fusion or fission
 No further energy is generated once core turns to Fe
 Fe piles up until even degeneracy pressure cannot support core 
 ultimate nuclear waste catastrophe!
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Supernova

Degeneracy pressure briefly supports the inert Fe core.

Once gravity pushes the electrons past the quantum 
limit, electrons combine with protons to form neutrons.
 neutrinos released
 electron degeneracy pressure suddenly vanishes

Fe core of ~1 Msun & a size larger than Earth         
collapses into a neutron ball 10’s km across.
 in less than a second, core temperature rises to                     

over 100b K as the iron atoms are crushed together
 enormous energy released
 drives outer layers off in a titanic explosion (type II supernova)
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Core Collapse in a Dying Massive Star

The onion-like layers of a massive star 
just prior to core collapse. 

Iron core starts to collapse. The inner part of the core is compressed 
into neutrons.

Sudden release of energy from compression 
causes a recoil, producing a shock wave. 

As shock wave propagates outwards, materials are fused into new elements & 
radioactive isotopes. The shock wave also blast away surrounding materials. 
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Supernova SN1998S
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 Neutron star  collapse stopped by neutron degeneracy pressure
 Black hole  gravity > neutron degeneracy pressure, core 

continues to collapse

Supernova Remnant
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Historical Supernovae Observations
Most famous supernova remnant is the Crab Nebula, 

Taurus constellation.
 dates back to A.D. 1054
 spinning neutron star in the centre
 also observed by ancient 

astronomers: Sung dynasty, 
Japanese astronomical writings     
& Arabic medical textbook

4 supernovae observed in Milky 
Way galaxy over the last 1,000 
years: 1006, 1054, 1572, 1604.
 1006 is the brightest, visible in the day & cast shadows at night
 1572 supernova was witnessed by Tycho Brahe
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Modern Supernovae Observations
No supernova seen in our own 

galaxy since 1604.

Only extragalactic supernova 
near enough to be visible burst 
into view in 1987.
 20 Msun star exploded in the Large 

Magellanic Cloud
 neutrinos recorded 

in Japan & Ohio
 3 glowing gas                            

rings recently 
observed
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Eta Carinae , HST

Supernova in Our Galaxy?

A supernova pops off 
every 100 years per 
galaxy.

400 years since the 
last visible supernova 
in our galaxy  one 
is long overdue! 

A potential candidate 
is Eta Carinae. 
 8,500 light-years away
 ~120 Msun

 highly unstable!
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The Big Picture
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Lives of Close Binary Stars
Most stars are not single.
 >50% occur in binary or multiple systems

Most binary stars live & die as if they were isolated. 
Exceptions occur in close binary systems. 
Example is the demon star Algol (Perseus constellation)
 close, eclipsing binary star 

 a main sequence star (3.7Msun ) &                                               
a subgiant (0.8Msun )

 both stars born at the same time
 less massive star is in a more advanced stage of life!

Apparent contradiction to stellar evolution model is 
known as the Algol Paradox. 
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The Algol Paradox
Subgiant used to be more massive. 
Algol started of with a 1.5Msun &  

a 3Msun main sequence stars. 
Tidal forces began to deform the 

3Msun star as it become a red giant. 
 surface of stars got closer & gravity 

pulled matter from one to the other
mass exchange causes the giant    

to lose 2.2Msun & shrunk into the   
0.8Msun subgiant star 

 companion becomes a 3.7Msun star
 gaining or losing mass will change   

the life path of a star!
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The Stellar Graveyard

 Properties of White Dwarfs
White Dwarf Nova & Supernova
 Properties of Neutron Stars
 X-ray Bursters
 Properties of Black Holes
 -ray Bursts

 Further Reading: The Essential Cosmic Perspective, Chapter 13
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Degenerate Stellar Objects

Degeneracy pressure supports a dead star from the
crush of gravity.

A degenerate star supported by
 electron degeneracy pressure – white dwarf
 neutron degeneracy pressure – neutron star

A massive remnant core, such that gravity > neutron
degeneracy pressure, can collapse out of existence
 black hole.
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White Dwarfs
Exposed core of a dead star 

that has shed its outer layers 
in a planetary nebula. 
 insufficient mass to become hot 

enough to fuse C
 < 50% of original mass left

Gravity stopped by electron 
degeneracy pressure. 

Slide down the HR diagram as they radiate their heat 
away, getting cooler & fainter.
 very hot when formed  hottest shine brightly in UV & X-rays
 no new energy generated  eventually cools into a black dwarf
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White Dwarf Composition 
Composition depends on 

mass of star. 
 1Msun  mainly C
 very low mass  He
 intermediate mass               
 large amount of O          

or heavier elements
Typical white dwarf has 

1Msun compressed into   
the size of Earth. 
 very dense  0.5~1.4 Msun

packed into the size of Earth
 a teaspoon of it weigh as 

much as a truck!

Sirius B is the closest 
white dwarf to us

Sirius A & B in X-rays (CXRO)
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Size of White Dwarfs

Degenerate matter obeys different laws of physics. 
The larger the mass, the smaller it becomes!

 larger mass increases gravity
 degeneracy pressure must increase to balance gravity              
 smaller size 
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Limit on White Dwarf Mass

Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar
(1910~1995)

Chandra formulated the laws of 
degenerate matter.
won him the Nobel Prize (Physics)

Predicted that gravity will 
overcome electron degeneracy 
pressure if white dwarf mass 
exceeds 1.4Msun.
 energetic electrons hit light speed
 anything above this mass requires 

electrons to travel faster than     
light speed

 known as the Chandrasekhar Limit
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White Dwarf in Close Binary
These white dwarfs accretes matter.
 falling matter forms an accretion disk
 friction in disk  visible, UV & X-ray light
 different from protostellar disk 
 differs in size & orbital speed 
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White Dwarf Novae
H build-up on surface ignite 

explosive fusion reaction.
 a gas shell is blown off

Temporarily becomes brighter 
 nova
 minor detonation of H fusion on 

white dwarf’s surface
 as bright as 10,000 Suns for a few 

days, then fade slowly
 accretion resumes after explosion 

& process repeats with period of 
months to 1,000s years (typically 
10,000 years) 

 supernova is the total explosion   
of star (light of 10b Suns!)
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T Pyxidis

Stars Going Nova in the Sky
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Recurring Nova  T Pyxidis
Binary system in Pyxis constellation.

 6,000 light years away
 erupt every ~19 years or so

Mass ejected can be greater
or less than accreted mass 
from companion star. 

For T Pyxidis, explosion 
does not disrupt binary 
system.
 very little mass blown off
mass of white dwarf is 

increasing over time

T Pyxidis (HST) 
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White Dwarf Supernovae
Accreting white dwarfs can gain mass with time.

Electron degeneracy cannot support star when accreting 
white dwarf has mass above Chandrasekhar limit. 
white dwarf collapses!

Collapse raises core temperature  runaway C fusion.
C undergoes fusion all at once

Ultimately leads to explosion of star 
 white dwarf supernova (type Ia supernova)
 nothing is left behind

Different from those by Fe catastrophe. 
 those from Fe catastrophe are type II supernova
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Supernova
Light curve

Supernovae Comparison

All supernovae shine brilliantly  10b Suns. 
Supernova type distinguished by their light. 

white dwarf supernovae lack H lines & fade steadily with time
massive star type fade in 2 distinct stages
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White dwarf supernovae always occur when the 1.4Msun
limit is reached  same maximum luminosities. 
 good distance indicators
 more luminous than Cepheid variable stars
 can measure out to greater distances

No mass limit for massive star supernovae. 
Knowing luminosity of one white dwarf supernova      
 luminosity of all are known.

Distance of the white dwarf supernova (& its galaxy) 
determined using the inverse square law. 

Distance Measurement with White Dwarf Supernova

Apparent 
brightness =

luminosity

4d 2
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Remnant of supernova observed in AD386.
Sagittarius constellation (CXRO)

Neutron Stars
Neutron stars are leftover cores from supernovae. 
Neutron degeneracy pressure stops collapse of core with 

mass < 3Msun. 
Neutron stars are very dense.
 1.5Msun with diameter of 10~20 km
 1012 g/cm3  paper clip of this 

density outweigh Mount Everest

Rotate very rapidly with period 
of 0.03~4 s.

Magnetic fields are 10t times 
stronger than Earth’s. 
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Remnant of supernova observed in AD386.
Sagittarius constellation (CXRO)

Neutron Stars
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Light Curve of Jocelyn Bell’s Pulsar

Pulsars

Graduate student Jocelyn Bell & her advisor discovered 
a radio source in the Cygnus constellation in 1967.
 sharp pulse recurring every 1.33 s
 300 pc (978 light years) away

They called it a pulsar (Pulsating radio source).
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Pulsar in Crab Nebula

Crab pulsar
pulses in
visual light.

Pulses came at very
precise intervals.
man-made?

Mystery solved by late
1968 when a pulsar was
discovered in the heart
of Crab Nebula.
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Pulsars are Neutron Stars!
Pulsations due to rapidly spinning neutron star.

 no other massive object can spin so fast (< 1s-1 for white dwarf)

Radio emission concentrated at magnetic poles of 
neutron star & focused into a beam. 
magnetic field trillion times of Earth’s

Beam of radiation sweeps 
round & round when poles 
are not aligned with 
rotation axis.
we see a pulse of light each 

time the beam sweeps past 
Earth
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Lighthouse of the Galaxy

Geometry determines 
whether we see a pulsar.
 pulsar when polar beam

sweeps by Earth’s direction
once each rotation

 no pulsar if polar beam
always points toward or
away from Earth

Pulsar  neutron star.

Neutron star  pulsar.
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Rotation Periods of Neutron Stars

Youngest pulsars have the   
shortest periods. 
 rotate as fast as 625 s-1

Rotation rate gradually slows as 
neutron star ages.
 energy & angular momentum carried

away by EM fields created from the                                
continual twirling of magnetic field

 crab nebula pulsar currently rotates 
at ~30 s-1

 rotates less than half as fast 
2,000 years later
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Neutron Star in Close Binary
Close binary neutron star also 

steal matter from companion.
 similar to white dwarf binaries

Mass transfer will speed up 
spin of pulsar. 
 to almost 1,000 s-1

 known as millisecond pulsars

Accretion disk becomes hot 
enough to emit X-rays. 
 infalling matter releases enormous energy

These objects are known as X-ray binaries.
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X-ray Bursters
H gas will accrete onto surface 

of neutron star. 
 H shell, 1 m thick, forms on star
 pressure high enough for H to fuse 

steadily on the surface
 a layer of He forms underneath
 He fuses instantly & emits an 

energy burst when temperatures 
reach 100m K

Neutron star “novae” are called X-ray bursters.
 burst last a few seconds
 each burst has luminosity of 100,000 Suns
 bursts repeat every few hours to every few days
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Double Neutron Star System
Many neutron-star pairs are 

now known.

These exotic dance teams 
spiral toward each other in 
an orbital decay, emitting 
space-warping gravity 
waves.
 similar to light waves radiating 

outward like ripples on a pond

Eventually crash & unite. 
 possibly becoming a black hole

Australia Telescope National Facility, CSIRO
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Black Holes
Core of > 3Msun after massive 

star supernova will collapse 
into oblivion.
 gravity too strong for even 

neutron degeneracy to stop
 gravity final wins!

Star becomes infinitely small.
 creates a “hole” in the universe

> 3Msun compressed into an infinitely small space has 
extremely large gravity!
 Newton’s law of gravity no longer valid!

This is what we call a black hole.
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Space-Time Warping

Gravity is the warping of spacetime about an object with 
mass according to the Theory of Relativity. 

Even light (no mass) is affected by gravity. 
You leave the observable universe & can never return 

once you enter a black hole. 
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Warping of Space by Gravity

Gravity imposes a curvature on spacetime.
 Space-time extremely distorted near black hole
 path of light through space is bent

Matter/light cannot climb out once in the 
event horizon. 
 tidal forces are tremendous near event horizon
 object would be “spaghettified” 
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Event Horizon
Boundary between inside of black 

hole & the universe.
 boundary at which escape velocity 

equals speed of light
 spherical (escape velocity depends   

on distance from centre)
 point of no return for objects entering black hole

Defined by a sphere of radius Rs around black hole.
 also defines the size of black hole

Schwarzchild radius, Rs, is given by
Rs =  3M (Rs in km, M in Msun)

 black hole with the mass of the Sun, Rs = 3 km
 black hole with 10Msun , Rs = 30 km
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Properties of a Black Hole
Stellar core within event horizon.

 hidden from view
 contains all the mass & exerts full 

gravity of the mass

All matter crushed to an infinitely 
tiny & dense point  singularity.

Black hole at a distance exerts gravity according to 
Newton’s Law. 
 planets’ orbits the same if a 1Msun black hole replace our Sun
 black hole does not suck in everything around it!

Gravity increases from Newton’s predictions only at 3Rs
distance from black hole.
 very difficult to fall into by accident in the universe!
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Light near a black holes

Light is trapped due to effects of general relativity:
spacetime is severely warped within event horizon.

Light coming from a
region close to a black
hole is bent (if not
radial) & red-shifted.

Light can orbit a black
hole at a radius of 1.5Rs.

Event 
horizon
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Close Encounter with a Black Hole

Time also slows
down near the
black hole.

Consider a probe
approaching the
event horizon.
 probe clock ticks more slowly & light from probe is red-shifted
 to the mother ship, probe takes forever to reach event horizon
 probe eventually disappear as light is red-shifted beyond radio 

& time on clock stops

To the probe, light from the mother ship is blue-shifted.
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How do we find black holes?

Black hole emits no light 
 very difficult to detect!

Infer from its effect on   
its companion in X-ray 
binaries. 
Cygnus X-1 was the first 

good candidate
mass of > 3Msun deduced 

for unseen companion  cannot be a neutron star
 a black hole is the only object that can be so massive & yet 

small enough to be invisible
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How would a black hole look like?

Front

Back

Side
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Black Holes Merger: Source of Gravity Wave 
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other wavelengths since 1997.
 pinpoint their sources to distant galaxies

Best theory: Hypernovae, gigantic supernovae of very 
massive stars (rapidly rotating core) forming black holes. 

Short burst type thought to be catastrophic collisions  
of 2 orbiting stellar objects in a binary system. 

Gamma Ray Bursts (GRB)

GRB afterglow in a 
distant galaxy (HST)

Cosmic -rays observed above 
our atmosphere since 1960s. 
 satellites detected strong bursts, 

which occurs a few minutes daily
 hard to focus, pass through telescopes
 unable to determine direction

Afterglows of GRBs detected at
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Dark Stuff

 Dark Matter
Mass Distribution in Galaxy Clusters
 Composition of Dark Matter
 Structure Formation
 Fate of the Universe

 Further Reading: The Essential Cosmic Perspective, Chapter 16
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Orbital Velocity in the Galactic Disk
Orbital speed drops 

as distance from a 
single central mass 
increases. 
Kepler’s Law

Same orbital speeds 
even for stars far 
away from galactic 
centre. 
mass not only at centre & 

extends far out into halo

Halo mass give off very little light. 
 dark matter
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Stars & clouds are visible matter. 
Existence of unseen matter inferred 

from its gravity effects on visible matter. 
 orbital velocity of visible object

Most of galaxy’s mass lies            
beyond our Sun. 
mainly in spherical halo

Dark matter is 10 times more 
than visible matter. 
 visible matter in disk only a small 

fraction of total mass!
 dark matter halo may be 10× as 

large as galaxy’s halo of stars

Where are the dark matter in our galaxy?
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Mass Distribution in Other Spiral Galaxies

Total mass of other spiral galaxies also determined.
 from Doppler shift of 21-cm radio line of H gas clouds in galaxy
 stars are rarely found at great distance from galactic centre

Rotation curves are flat at large distances from centres.
 similar to our galaxy
 dark matter distributed far beyond disk
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Milky Way

as high as 50 Msun/Lsun

Milky Way
(within Sun’s orbit)

6 Msun/Lsun

Amount of dark matter in galaxy can also be quantified 
by its mass-to-light ratio. 

Mass-to-Light Ratio

We are here!

Most matter in galaxies are not stars!
 dark matter estimated from M/L less 6Msun/Lsun

Milky Way
O star

0.001Msun/Lsun

M star

10Msun/ Lsun

Our Sun

Msun/Lsun
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Milky Way

as high as 50 Msun/Lsun

Milky Way
(within Sun’s orbit)

6 Msun/Lsun

Mass-to-Light Ratio

We are here!

O star

0.001 Msun/Lsun

M star

10 Msun/ Lsun
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Elliptical Galaxy

> 50 Msun/Lsun

Mass-to-Light Ratio of Ellipticals

Data also suggest dark matter lies beyond visible galaxy. 
 contain far more matter we can see in the form of stars

Elliptical Galaxy
(inner region)

10 Msun/Lsun
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What about mass of galaxy clusters?

2 other independent ways to determine cluster mass. 
measure temperature & hot gas distribution between galaxies
 observe how clusters bend light

Fritz
Zwicky

Dark matter in galaxy clusters 
discovered by Fritz Zwicky in 1930s. 
 assume galaxies orbit about cluster centre
measure orbital speed of galaxies (redshifts) 

& their distance from centre
 calculate cluster mass with Kepler’s law
Huge M/L ratios found (> 100 Msun/Lsun)
more sophisticated measurements today 

confirmed finding
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Measure intracluster medium between galaxies. 
 strong gravity squeezes gas & heat it to 10~100m K
 emits X-rays & is nearly in gravitational equilibrium, i.e. 

outward pressure balances gravity
 cluster mass can be estimated from temperature of hot gas

Hot Gas in Clusters
The Coma Galaxy Cluster (Abell 1656)

visible

X-ray (CXRO)
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Spacetime distorted by mass.
 Einstein’s theory of relativity
 verified in 1919 during a solar eclipse

Gravitational Lensing
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Images from Gravitational Lensing
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Massive cluster bend light like a lens. 
 distant object behind cluster can be seen

Distortion strength reveals mass.
 lens bending angle depends on mass

A different theory of gravity is used.
 all previous methods for finding mass 

depended on Newton’s law of gravity

Cluster masses measured by all 3 
independent methods agreed.
 most galaxy clusters have >100 Msun/Lsun

 galaxy clusters contain far more dark 
matter mass than stars

Cosmic Gravitational Lensing
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What exactly are dark matter?

Ordinary matter can be dark matter. 
made of protons, neutrons & electrons
 only thing unusual is that it is dim
 called baryonic matter

Some are extraordinary matter. 
made of particles we have yet to discover
 known as nonbaryonic matter

Ordinary Matter

Extraordinary Matter
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Ordinary Matter

Our galactic halo has dark baryonic matter. 
 low-mass M dwarfs, brown dwarfs
 black holes & Jovian-sized planets
 too faint to be seen at large distances
 also known as “MAssive Compact Halo Objects”  MACHOs
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Extraordinary Matter
Neutrinos from the Sun are nonbaryonic 

matter. 
 weakly interacting particle  interact with 

other particles through gravity & weak force
 very low mass & high speed                         
 easily escape galaxy’s gravity

 cannot account for dark matter observed 

Others are “Weakly Interacting Massive Particles”.
 WIMPs are theoretical & have not yet been discovered
 will be massive enough to exert gravitational influence
 will not emit light or bound to any light-emitting charged matter
 weakly interacting particles will not collapse into galaxy’s disk
 yet they will remain gravitationally bound in galaxy’s halo
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Structure Formation
Gravity attraction overcomes 

Hubble expansion at close range. 
 galaxy’s velocity deviates from 

Hubble’s law
 universe expands but individual 

galaxies attract one another
Structure probably began with

slight enhancements in matter                                   
density during the early universe.
 regions collapsed into protogalactic clouds forming galaxies
 individual galaxies fell in towards one another to form clusters
 individual clusters now congregating to form superclusters

Collapses against expansion facilitated by dark matter.

600m light-years
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Studying Structures in the Universe
Galaxy distribution reveal structures. 
 mapping galaxies once required years of 

effort just to map location of a few 100s
 recent technology measures 100s of galaxies 

in a single night of telescopic observation

Deviation from Hubble’s law due to gravitational tugs are 
insignificant > 300m light-years from Earth. 
 Hubble expansion dominates
 Hubble’s law primarily used to measure galaxy distances
 galaxy distribution maps can be constructed

Galaxy distribution map reveal large scale structures
much bigger than clusters of galaxies!
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Large Scale Structures in the Universe

slice of universe out 
to 600m light years slice of universe out to 4b light years

Galaxies distributed in gigantic chains & sheets surround 
great voids on 100m light year scale. 
 chains come from the initial regions of density enhancement
 voids come from the initial regions of density depletion

Galaxies appear evenly distributed on 1b light year scale.
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Fate of the Universe: The Critical Density

Universe

Hubble Expansion

Gravity

Gravity pull between galaxies act 
to slow Hubble expansion.

Critical density is the average 
mass density for gravity pull to 
equal kinetic energy of expansion.
mass < critical density 
 expand forever

mass > critical density
 expansion will stop & contract

Current kinetic energy of the universe given by H0. 

Hence, critical density is found to be 10–29 g/cm3. 
 ~5H atoms/m3
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Others
4% Mcrit

Fate of the Universe: Eternal expansion or eventual collapse?

Dark matter in individual galaxies & galaxy clusters are 
~10 & ~50 the mass in stars. 
must be at least 200 mass in stars to stop expansion

This suggests universe will expand forever!
 unless much more dark matter beyond cluster boundaries exist

However, other evidence indicates that matter density of 
the universe equals the critical density.

Luminous matter
0.5% Mcrit

Dark matter
~25% Mcrit

Universe
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Recent observations of white dwarf supernovae in very 
distant galaxies yielded unexpected results. 
 look-back time (distance) from standard candle
 redshift (recession velocity) indicates expansion rate of universe

Redshift (recession velocity) smaller than expected at 
measured look-back time.
 universe expanding slower in the past
 supernova farther back in time than prediction for                 

ever-expanding (coasting) universe

Implies that universal expansion is accelerating!
 there must be an unknown force that repels the galaxies
 dark energy

What else can influence the expansion?
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What else can influence the expansion?
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Dark Energy

Hypothetical energy 
which permeates space 
& has strong negative 
pressure.

Effect of such    
pressure qualitatively 
similar to an opposing 
force to gravity at 
large scales. 

Explains expansion at an accelerating rate &
accounts for significant portion of missing mass in the
universe.
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Four Models for the Future of the Universe

expansion will 
someday halt 
& reverse

will not collapse, but will 
expand more slowly with time

will expand forever 
with little slow down

expansion will 
accelerate with time 
(currently favored)
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Galaxies
Milky Way Structure & its Contents
 The Mysterious Galactic Center
 Galactic Recycling
 Types of Galaxies
 Active Galactic Nuclei
 Determining Galactic Distance
 Hubble’s Law & its Implications

 Further Reading: The Essential Cosmic Perspective, Chapter 14 & 15

M 104 (NGC 4594)

Milky Way (illustration)
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Anatomy of the Milky Way Galaxy

Disk diameter: 
100,000 light years (30,000 pc)

Disk Thickness: 
1,000 light years (300 pc)

~100b stars (up to 1t)

Solar system in 
disk, 28,000 light 
years from centre.
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Content of the Milky Way

Disk
 gas & dust
 younger stars
 open clusters

Bulge
 gas & dust
 young & old stars
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Content of the Milky Way

Halo
 no gas or dust
 older stars
 globular clusters
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Halo vs Disk
Stars in disk are relatively young.
 plenty of high- & low-mass stars, 

blue & red
 fraction of heavy elements same      

as or greater than the Sun

Stars in halo are old.
 mostly low-mass, red stars
 fraction of heavy elements much less than the Sun

Stars in halo formed early in Milky Way’s history. 
 formed when few heavy elements existed
 star formation stopped long ago when all gas flattened into disk
 no interstellar medium (ISM) in the halo
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Spiral Structure
M 51 (HST)Disk does not appear solid. 

 has spiral arms
 arms are not fixed strings of stars

Arms are enormous star formation 
waves propagating through gaseous 
disk.
 stars & clouds more densely packed
 massive stars, formed as gas clouds 

pass through spiral arm, die out quickly
 spiral arms appear bluer than bulge or gaps between arms

 long-lived yellow & red stars pass through many spiral arms    
 more evenly distributed throughout galactic disk
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Stellar Orbits in the Milky Way Galaxy

All stars in disk orbit 
the galactic centre.
 same direction
 same plane (like planets)
 “bobble” up & down 

due to disk gravity
 defines disk thickness

All stars in bulge & halo orbit the galactic centre.
 different directions at various inclinations to disk
 higher velocities & paths are elliptical
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The Mysterious Galactic Centre

visible

infrared

Sagittarius
Milky Way centre 

lies in the direction 
of Sagittarius. 
 bulge obscured by ISM
 IR & radio views 

reveals swirling gas 
clouds & a cluster of 
several million stars
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What hides in the centre of our galaxy?
Bright radio source in the centre with occasional X-ray 

flares  Sgr A*.
 100s of stars crowd within 1 light-year of the region
 motion of stars & gas suggest a few million Msun

Radio
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What hides in the centre of our galaxy?

Radio X-ray

Sgr A*

Radio
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A supermassive
black hole!

(23 light-days)

Mass in Sgr A*
Determined from orbits 

of fast-moving stars near 
galactic centre. 
 Kepler’s Law gives a mass 

of ~3.7m Msun

 mass is packed into a   
space a little larger than  
our solar system

What is so small, yet so 
massive?
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Galactic Recycling: The Star–Gas–Star Cycle
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Gas from Dying Stars

Heavy elements from stars 
return back into space.
 stellar winds of giants
 planetary nebula ejection
 supernova explosion

Supernovae eject high-speed gas.
 shock waves sweeps up ISM
 bubble of hot gas (>106 K) excavated
 gas is ionized, emitting X-rays
 accelerated particles also produce 

radio waves & cosmic rays

Retina nebula (HST)
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Hot Gas Bubbles

Ty
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radio X-ray

Bubbles fill 20~50% of Milky Way’s disk.
Hot gas bubble cools as it slows down.

 energy shared with swept-up ISM matter
 energy radiated from shocked gas

Heavy elements eventually merge into ISM. 
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 occur within a few 100,000 years of each other

Galactic fountain results from superbubble blowing 
through galactic disk.
 hot, ionized gas rises high above disk
material cools & rains back down to disk

Superbubbles & Fountains

Single bubble can 
grow to 100 light 
years across. 

Superbubble forms 
when shock waves 
from numerous 
supernovae merge.
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Superbubbles & Fountains
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Cooling & Cloud Formation
As ISM cools, ionized H recombines with electrons.

 neutral atomic H formed 
Atomic H emits 21-cm wavelength.

 radio emission line emitted when spin  
state of electron flips

map atomic H distribution in disk with 
radio telescopes

Milky Way has 5b Msun of atomic H.
 large, tenuous, 10,000 K warm clouds (1 atom/cm3)
 small, dense, 100 K cool clouds (100 atom/cm3)

Warm clouds slowly cool into denser clouds.
 over millions of years
 gravity slowly draws gas together into tighter clumps
 energy radiate more efficiently as cloud grows denser
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Atomic to Molecular Clouds
Molecular H2 forms as atomic H    

cools from 100 K to 10~30 K. 
molecular cloud created
 no emission from H2

Radio emission of other molecules      
in cloud can be observed. 
H2O, CO, NH3 , OH, alcohol

Gravitational push triggers            
cloud core formation. 

Gas in cloud may not form stars.
 heating & ionization by UV               

photons from high-mass stars
 pushed away by winds & radiation pressure
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Eagle Nebula’s 
“Pillars of 
Creation”

Molecular Cloud to Star Formation

Cloud collapse into protostars.
 star formation process begins
 surrounding gas can be eroded away

Next generation stars begin life 
with more heavy elements.
make planets in protostellar disks

ISM crucial for planet formation.
 supernovae matter blasted into intergalactic space without ISM
 future stars would lack heavy elements!

Star-gas-star cycle cannot go on forever. 
matters lock in brown dwarfs, stellar corpses
 star formation rate will taper off over next 50b years
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Life cycles of galaxies are studied the same way as stars.
 observe galaxies at various stages of their lives
 life cycles of galaxies are more difficult to study
 young galaxies only found at very great distances

Hubble Space Telescope 
observed a small patch in Big 
Dipper over 10 days in 1995. 
 total exposure time of > 30hrs
many galaxies like ours detected
 estimated over 80b galaxies!

Another observation in 2002. 
 11-day exposure over 4 months
 100b galaxies!

Galaxies in the Universe
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Hubble Deep Field Hubble Ultra Deep Field

Fornax constellation (southern sky)Ursa Major constellation (northern sky) 
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What do the observations tell us?

Light travels at a finite speed of 300,000 km/s.

Object Light travel time

Moon 1 second
Sun 8 minutes

Sirius 8 years
Andromeda Galaxy 2.5 million years

We see objects as they were in the past!
 The farther away we look in distance, 

the further back we look in time.
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Hubble’s View of the Universe
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Birth & Evolution of Galaxies
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Why do galaxies differ?

Protogalactic cloud with more angular momentum may end up as a
spiral galaxy.

Denser protogalactic cloud may end up as an elliptical galaxy. 
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Quasars & Active Galactic Nuclei
Some galaxies gives off extreme amounts of radiation & 

powerful jets of material from deep in their centres. 
 known as active galactic nuclei

Brightest active galactic nuclei are known as quasars. 
 quasi-stellar radio sources

 most powerful quasars brighter 
than >1,000 Milky Way galaxy

 found primarily at great distances 
 stage of galaxy evolution

 incredible luminosity apparently 
generated in volume of space not 
much bigger than our solar system

Active galactic nucleus
in elliptical galaxy M 87
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Power Source of Active Galactic Nuclei
Only one explanation fits observation of large energy 

released within a small central volume. 
 energy from matter falling into a supermassive black hole

Similar to the emission of X-ray binary star system. 
 infalling matter swirls through an accretion disk 
 collisions between particles 

convert kinetic energy into heat
 intense radiation emitted

Powerful jets due to twisted 
magnetic fields. 
 magnetic field lines twisted       

as accretion disk spins
 charged particles fly out along field lines into space
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Galaxy Types
Galaxies classified into 3 types: 
 Spiral

flat white disk, yellowish bulge
cool gas & dust, hot ionized gas

 Elliptical
redder, more rounded
very little cool gas or dust             
has very hot ionized gas

 Irregular
neither disk-like nor rounded

All types span a wide size range. 
 dwarf galaxies – 100m stars
 giant galaxies – 1,000,000m stars
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NGC 4414NGC 6744NGC 891

Spiral Galaxies 

Disk & Spheroidal components (bulge & halo).
 ISM of gas & dust in disk

Varies in relative sizes of bulge/disk & amount of ISM.
Appear white. 

 contain both blue & red stars

75~85% of large galaxies are spirals. 
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Variations of Spiral Galaxies
Some have a bar of stars cutting

through their centres.
 spiral arms attached to ends of bar
 barred spiral galaxies

Some suggested ours is barred type. 
 bulge appears elongated

Others have no spiral arms. 
 lenticular galaxies
 look like a lens seen edge-on
 contain less cool gas than 

normal spirals

Barred spiral galaxy: NGC 1300

110,000 light-years

Lenticular galaxy: NGC 2787

1,400 light-years
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M 87

55,000 light-years

Elliptical Galaxies

Only spheroidal component, no disk 
component. Not globular clusters!
 also known as spheroidal galaxies

Very little ISM, mostly low-density & 
ionized.
 lack cool gas  little or no star formation

Appear red.
mostly red stars, no hot blue stars 

Some very massive galaxies are giant elliptical galaxies.
 ~15% of large galaxies are ellipticals
 vast majority are small
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Irregular Galaxies

Miscellaneous class of galaxies.
Appear white & dusty with ISM.
 more like disk component of spirals
 contain young massive stars

More likely to be distant galaxies.
 indicate they were more common    

when universe was young

Large   
Megellanic Cloud

30,000 light-years

Small    
Megellanic Cloud

18,000 light-years

NGC 1313

25,000 light-years
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Exotic Irregular Galaxies
150,000 light-years
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Collision & Merger of Spiral Galaxies

Some spiral galaxies collide & merge. 
 gravity pulls out long tidal tails of stars during first pass 
 forms a single elliptical galaxy

Our galaxy will most likely
merge with the Andromeda
galaxy in 3b years time.
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HCG 87 
Small galaxy group

Galaxy cluster 
Abell 1689

Groups & Clusters
Spiral galaxies often stay in 

loose collections of up to a 
few dozen called groups.

Ours is in the Local Group. 
 3m light-years in size
 ~40 galaxies
 2 large spirals: Milky Way & 

Andromeda galaxy (M31)

Some associate in tightly bound clusters.
 have 100s to 1000s galaxies over >10m light-

years
 half the large galaxies in clusters are elliptical

170,000 light-years dia
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Measuring Galactic Distances

Distance can be measured       
if we know the apparent 
brightness & luminosity. 

Any astronomical object        
of known luminosity is a 
standard candle.
 without first knowing its distance

Distance to standard candle 
can be determined by the 
inverse square law.
 only need to measure its   

apparent brightness
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Main Sequence Fitting

Luminosities of all main 
sequence stars are known. 
 from parallax method          

on nearby stars
 distance to similar, far    

away stars can be measured
 however, sun-like stars       

are dim at distances    
>1,000 light years

Entire main sequence is a brighter standard candle. 
 distance to reference star cluster determined from parallax
 relative brightness of unknown cluster measured
 distance determined by comparing to known cluster

A.B. = L/4d2

151 light years

~415 light years
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Cepheid Variables

Cepheid variable star is a more luminous standard candle. 
 bright giants  luminous enough to see at great distances

Follow well-defined period-luminosity relationships.
measuring period of variability tells us the luminosity

Leavitt’s period
luminosity relation
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White Dwarf Supernovae

White dwarf supernovae are distant standard candles. 
 all have same peak luminosity of 10b Suns
 can be seen in galaxies billions of light year away
 calibrate those in nearby galaxies with Cepheids
 only occur once every few hundred years in typical galaxy
 must be looking when one explodes!

White dwarf 
supernova 2001el

Galaxy NGC 1448 
in the Horologium
constellation. 
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The Tully-Fisher Relation

Use spiral galaxies as standard candles.
Mass of spiral determines its rotation rate & luminosity. 
 rotation rate-luminosity relationship
 measure 21-cm line of H gas in spiral disk with radio telescopes
 faster rotating spirals are more luminous
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The Distance Chain

Most accurate 
methods used to calibrate 
the next-most accurate method.

Chain of methods to measure size of universe.
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Edwin Hubble (1889-1953)

Studied stars in Andromeda galaxy with 
100 telescope, Mount Wilson Observatory. 
 discovered Cepheid variables in Andromeda

Calculated distance to Andromeda with 
Leavitt’s period-luminosity relation. 
 2m light years  not in Milky Way!

Developed galaxy classification scheme. 

Also measured distances to other galaxies. 
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v c= 


Recession velocity:
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Hubble’s Law
Hubble & coworkers 

estimate distance of galaxies 
& measured their redshifts. 
 reported the larger redshifts of 

more distant galaxies in 1929

Distant galaxies moving 
faster away. 
 universe is expanding!

Velocity-distance relation is given by

v = Ho d (Hubble’s Law)
 H0 is Hubble’s constant
 often used to estimate galaxy’s distance from its redshift

0 s

1 s

3 cm

6 cm

1 cm

2 cm
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Hubble’s Constant 

Hubble’s constant 
extracted from the 
velocity-distance plot 
of many galaxies.

Distance determined 
from Hubble’s Law 
only as accurate as   
our best measurement 
of H0.
 20~24 km/s per million 

light-year estimated by 
HST
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Space is expanding.
 Are we expanding?
 Is our Earth expanding?
How about our solar system?
What about our galaxy? 
 The Andromeda galaxy?
Clusters of galaxies?

Hubble’s Law only applies to space between clusters of 
galaxies! 
 cannot be use to determine the distance to the nearest galaxy!

What is actually expanding?
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Cosmological Redshift

Different from Doppler redshift!
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Implication of an Expanding Universe

The universe itself is 
expanding. 
 galaxies expand with it
 no centre or edge

From any galaxy’s view, 
other galaxies are all 
moving away from it. 

Galaxies must have been 
closer together in the past.

Universe must have a 
starting point!
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When did the Universe begin?
Run clock backward to starting point to determine age.
 expansion rate assumed to be constant
 Ho gives the rate galaxies are moving away from each another
 1/Ho tells us how long it took to expand to current size  age!

H0 = 22 km/s per million light-year

Age of universe, 1/H0 = 13.6b years

H0 = 21.8 km/s per million light-year

Age of universe, 1/H0 = 13.75b years
WMAP

HST
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How accurate is the estimate?

May not be correct if expansion rate varies with time! 
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Age of the Universe

Another independent way to figure out the age is to find 
the oldest object in the Universe. 
 content of Universe cannot be older than the Universe itself!
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Implications of an Expanding Universe

Speed of light is finite.
 takes time to travel vast distances

 light from galaxy 400m light year 
away took 400m years to arrive   
 look-back time

 farther out we look, the       
farther back in time we see

How do we define the distance to a galaxy?
 is it distance when photons were emitted or are received?

Makes more sense to use look-back time. 
 no ambiguity that photons took 400m years to get here!

400m
years

400m
light year
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Horizon of the Universe

Universe has no edge, but it does have a horizon.
 a place beyond which we cannot see

Cosmological horizon is the place where look-back 
time equals the age of the universe. 
 boundary in time, not in space
 beyond horizon, you will be trying to see a time before 

universe even existed 
 observable universe grows 1 light year in size every year
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The Big PictureThe Big Picture

EE8086 EE8086 –– Astronomy: Stars, Galaxies & CosmologyAstronomy: Stars, Galaxies & Cosmology p.13a-1Structure in the UniverseStructure in the Universe
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Open cluster
Massive star

Interstellar
medium

Globular cluster

medium

Binary stars

Brown dwarf

Red dwarf

Planetary nebula

Molecular cloud
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Solar system
Red dwarf

Black hole Neutron star White dwarf



Prelude to the Big Bang TheoryPrelude to the Big Bang TheoryPrelude to the Big Bang TheoryPrelude to the Big Bang Theory
(Not Examinable)(Not Examinable)

Source: http://www.particlephysics.ac.uk
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What are we made of?What are we made of?
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The AtomThe Atom
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Matter & AntimatterMatter & Antimatter

M tt ti l hMatter particle has an 
associated antimatter particle.

k i i l known as antiparticle
 same mass, opposite charges

Gravity affects matter & 
antimatter in the same way.  
 gravity is not a charge property

Matter antimatter particlesMatter-antimatter particles 
annihilate into pure energy.
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Positron Emission Tomography (PET)Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
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The Standard Model of Particle PhysicsThe Standard Model of Particle Physics

The Standard Model explains all 100s of particles & its 
complex interactions with only:
 6 quarks & 6 leptons
 force carrier particles
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QuarksQuarks

Quarks are one type 
of matter particle.p

Total of 6 quarks 
(each with an(each with an 
antiquark), described 
in terms of 3 pairs:in terms of 3 pairs: 
 up & down

h & charm & strange
 top & bottom
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Hadrons, Baryons & Mesons Hadrons, Baryons & Mesons 

Composite particles made of quarks are called Hadrons.
 hadrons have a net integerinteger electric charge

Baryons are any hadron that is made of 3 quarks.
Mesons contain 1 quark & 1 antiquarkMesons contain 1 quark & 1 antiquark. 

P
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Proton



 h l h l i l h d

Leptons Leptons 

There are 6 leptons, 3 have electrical charge & 3 do not.
 electron (e-)
 muon ( )  charge like electrons, a lot more mass 
 tau ( )  charge like electrons, a lot more mass 
 3 types of neutrinos ( )  no charge, very little mass 

All are point-likeAll are point like 
particles without 
internal structureinternal structure.
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How do we study these exotic particles?How do we study these exotic particles?

By smashing big particles together!

Vast energy squeezed into aVast energy squeezed into a  
microscopic volume at each collision.
 reproduce conditions inside the hot fireball reproduce conditions inside the hot fireball 

that filled the universe 10-12 s after big bang. 

100s to 1,000s particles will            
spray out from each collision.
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100m
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8.6 km



The Large Hadron Collider has successfully 
created a “mini-Big Bang” by smashing 
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g g y g
together lead ions instead of protons. 



Four Fundamental Forces in the UniverseFour Fundamental Forces in the Universe
GravityGravity

 holds planets, stars & galaxies together

Electromagnetism
 depends on electrical charge, important in atoms & 

molecules
 responsible for all chemical & biological reactions

Strong force
 binds atomic nuclei together
 operate only over extremely short distances

Weak forceWeak force
 important in nuclear fission & fusion, affecting 

neutrinos/WIMPs
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 operate only over extremely short distances



Force Carrier Particles Force Carrier Particles 
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The Beginning of TimeThe Beginning of Timeg gg g

 Conditions of Early UniverseConditions of Early Universe
 Big Bang TheoryBig Bang Theory
 Evidences of Big BangEvidences of Big Bang Evidences of Big BangEvidences of Big Bang
 Geometry of the UniverseGeometry of the Universe
 OlbersOlbers’ Paradox’ Paradox
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 Further Reading:Further Reading: The Essential Cosmic Perspective, Chapter 17The Essential Cosmic Perspective, Chapter 17



How do we determine early universe conditions?How do we determine early universe conditions?

From observing distant galaxies. 
 farther out we look, the farther back in time we see
 as early as a few billion years old
 however, light cannot move freely before universe                  was 

~380,000 years old 

Earlier conditions & expansion rate of universe deduced p
from running expansion backwards with mathematical 
models. 
 temperature/density predicted with basic physics
 study matter at high temperatures/densities in laboratoryy g p y
 conditions as early as 10–10 s after Big Bang can be obtained
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Early Universe ConditionsEarly Universe Conditions

Universe extremely hot 
during first few seconds 
but cools as it expands. 

Photons transform intoPhotons transform into 
matter (& vice versa) at 
extreme temperatureextreme temperature. 
 according to E = mc2

Early universe filled 
with radiation & 
subatomic particles. 
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MatterMatter--Photon ConversionPhoton Conversion

T > 1012 K particleparticle p+ n e
photonsphotons

antiparticleantiparticle



p n e+ antiparticleantiparticle p n e

2 particles created when 2 photons collide.
 total energy more than 2 subatomic particle mass (p+, n, e)
 particles of matter & antimatter
 reaction also runs in reverse  matter-antimatter annihilation

Matter/radiation continually converts into each other 
during the very first few moments.
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du g e ve y s ew o e s.
 constant total mass-energy



Scientific History of the UniverseScientific History of the Universe

Big Bang!Big Bang!

inflationinflation
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1031 KPlanck Era (Planck Era (tt < 10< 10––4343 s)s)

First instant lasting 10–43 s.

Consist entirely of radiation.Consist entirely of radiation.

Unable to describe this era. 
l h dl our science can only handle up 

to t = 10–43 s after big bang

Do we use quantum 
mechanics or general 
relativity?
 need to unify them

All four natural forces were 
probably unified in this era
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probably unified in this era.



GUT Era (10GUT Era (10––4343 s < s < tt < 10< 10––3838 s)s)

1029 K

Universe cooled to 1029 KUniverse cooled to 1029 K.
There are 2 natural forces:

& G d f d h f gravity & Grand Unified Theory force

Strong force starts to freeze out of GUT force.
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Undergo dramatic inflation from released energy.



Electroweak Era (10Electroweak Era (10––3838 s < s < tt < 10< 10––1010 s)s)

 15Cooled to 1015 K.

GUT force splits into 2.p
 strong & electroweak
 3 natural forces nowf

Elementary particles 
emergedemerged. 
 particle & antiparticle

produced but convert back to photons immediatelyproduced, but convert back to photons immediately
 as much particles as photons

 l k di i ifi d iElectroweak condition verified in 1983. 
 discovery of W & Z bosons, electroweak particles 

di d i b 1015 K
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predicted to exist above 1015 K



Particle Era (10Particle Era (10––1010 s < s < tt < 10< 10––33 s)s)

Cooled to 1012 K. 
 4 forces now distinct

Quarks form 
neutron/proton & itsneutron/proton & its 
antiparticle at t = 10–4 s.

tt = 10= 10––33 s, s, TT = 10= 101212 KK

e p+ n

e+ p n
matter remain due to slight imbalance in
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matter remain due to slight imbalance in 
particle-antiparticle number



Era of Nucleosynthesis (10Era of Nucleosynthesis (10––33 s < s < tt < 3 min)< 3 min)

7575 %%

2525 %%

Protons & neutrons started fusing into heavier nuclei. 
 nuclei also torn apart by high temperature

Density in expanding universe dropped significantly & 
fusion stopped at t = 3 min, T = 109 K. 

Only traces of deuterium & lithium nuclei in leftover 
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y
baryonic matter. 



Era of Nuclei (3 min < Era of Nuclei (3 min < tt < 380,000 years)< 380,000 years)

Cooled Cooled 
to 3,000 Kto 3,000 K

Universe now a hot plasma of H, He nuclei & electrons. 
 fully ionized nuclei moved independently of electronsf y p y f
 photons do not travel very far before bumping into an electron
 universe was opaque

Cooled to 3,000 K at 380,000 years old. 
 electrons-nuclei combined to form stable H/He electrons nuclei combined to form stable H/He
 universe became transparent
 photons free to stream across universe
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photons free to stream across universe 
 forms the cosmic microwave background we see today



Era of Atoms (380,000 years < Era of Atoms (380,000 years < tt < 10< 1099 years)years)

Universe holds neutral atoms, plasma & lots of photons.
Density enhancements in gas & gravity attraction by darkDensity enhancements in gas & gravity attraction by dark 

matter eventually form protogalactic clouds. 
 1st star formed lights up universe & provokes galaxy formation
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 1st star formed lights up universe & provokes galaxy formation



Era of Galaxies (Era of Galaxies (tt > 10> 1099 years)years)

1st galaxies came into existence ~1bb years after Big Bang. 
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This is the current era of our universe.



What are the evidence of Big Bang?What are the evidence of Big Bang?

Good scientific model make verifiable predictions. 

Big Bang model makes 2 predictions that were verifiedBig Bang model makes 2 predictions that were verified 
since 1960s. 
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Radiation left over from the Big BangRadiation left over from the Big Bang

Universe immersed in a sea of radiation after Big Bang. 
S di ti l h d t th d f th l iSame radiation unleashed at the end of the nuclei era. 

 universe cooled enough for free electrons to form H & He atoms
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Universe was 3,000 K when light starts streaming out.



Origin of Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)Origin of Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)

2.73 K2.73 K

Light just pouring out same as those from 3,000 K objects. 
f f d i e.g. surface of red giant

Universe expanded 1,000 times to date. 
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 cosmological redshift turned this radiation into microwave



Who found the cosmic microwave background?Who found the cosmic microwave background?

CMB predicted by big 
bang theory accidentally 

Arno Penzias & 
Robert Wilsong y y

discovered in 1965.
 appeared to come from appeared to come from 

every direction
 had a perfectly thermal had a pe fectly the mal

spectrum at 2.73 K      
 expected temperature     p p

as a result of expanding 
universe!
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Cosmic Microwave Background DataCosmic Microwave Background Data
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Perfect thermal radiation spectrum peaking at 2.73 K.
Small temperature variations of ~10-5 K in the CMB.

WMAP
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 region of density enhancement which seed structure formationWMAP
(NASA)



Recent MeasurementsRecent Measurements
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Source of Cosmic HeliumSource of Cosmic Helium
NNN

ucleosyn
N

ucleosyntt = 10= 10--33 ss
Proton  neutron  equal proton/neutron number
Proton & neutron fused intointo deuterium

f d

nthesis
nthesisEE

TT = 10= 101111 KKDeuterium fused into He
He quickly blasted apart by -rays E

ra
E

ra

Proton  neutron ceased  neutron more massive tt > 10> 10--33 ss
neutron  proton continues
Proton outnumber neutrons

TT < 10< 101111 KK

Big Bang model predicts 7:1 ratio of proton:neutron
All neutrons fused with protons to form He tt > 1 min> 1 minAll neutrons fused with protons to form He
products of fusion no longer break up
He, deuterium & lithium remain stable

tt > 1 min> 1 min
TT < 10< 101010 KK
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How much cosmic helium is created?How much cosmic helium is created?

12 l i f l d12 H nuclei for every He nucleus made. 
Model predicted 3:1 mass ratio of H:He at the end of era. 
Milky Way has ~28% He & no galaxy has < 25% He.

 fusion in stars only produced ~10% of He observed
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f y p f
 good agreement with Big Bang model



Density of our UniverseDensity of our Universe

Temperature variations of the 380,000 year-old universe 
t ti dti d f i ’ t t t d !
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act as a genetic codegenetic code for our universe’s structure today!



Density of our UniverseDensity of our Universe
Hubble ExpansionS i l

Gravity

Hubble ExpansionSpacetime curvature can result 
from imbalance in the expansion 
ki ti & ll f it

Universe

kinetic energy & pull of gravity.
 if density is 10% more, universe 

Universewould have collapsed long ago
 if density is 10% less, expansion 

spreads all matter too thin & 
galaxies would never formed

Detailed studies of the cosmic background suggest that 
the overall geometry of the universe is remarkably flatthe overall geometry of the universe is remarkably flat.
 expansion kinetic energy balance gravity pull
matter density of our universe is close to critical density
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matter density of our universe is close to critical density



Geometry of UniverseGeometry of Universe

General relativity says that matter can curve matter can curve spacetimespacetime.
 curvature of universe can vary from place to place
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f y f p p
 universe have some overall shape  flatflat, closedclosed or openopen



Evidence of a Flat Geometry from CMBEvidence of a Flat Geometry from CMB

Calculations show that largest temperature differenceslargest temperature differences in 
the cosmic microwave background should typically be 
between sky patches separated by ~1 if the overall 
geometry of the universe is flatflat.
 angular separation < 1 if the universe were open
 angular separation > 1 if the universe were closed

Largest temperature 
differences observed atdifferences observed at 
angular separation of 1.
 deduced from cosmic deduced from cosmic 

microwave background 
map of WMAP satellite
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Evidence of a Flat Geometry from CMBEvidence of a Flat Geometry from CMB
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More Evidence of a Flat GeometryMore Evidence of a Flat Geometry
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More Evidence of a Flat GeometryMore Evidence of a Flat Geometry
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Inflation & Geometry of the UniverseInflation & Geometry of the Universe

Eff f id i fl iEffect of rapid inflation 
flattensflattens spacetime.
 flattening so enormous that 

any initial curvature would 
be noticeable only on scalesbe noticeable only on scales 
much larger than the 
observable universe

 inflation thus predicts that 
matter/energy density of our 

i i l t iti luniverse is close to critical 
density

 consistent with measured consistent with measured 
matter density & dark energy 
powering the accelerating 
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expansion of our universe



What have we learnt about the cosmos?What have we learnt about the cosmos?

Density of ordinary matter is ~4.5% critical density.

Total matter density is ~30% critical densityTotal matter density is ~30% critical density.
 extraordinary dark matter makes up 25% critical density            
 measurements of mass in galaxy clusters measurements of mass in galaxy clusters

Flat geometry  total mass-energy  critical density. 

Flat geometry & matter density less than critical density 
 repulsive dark energy & expansion is accelerating. p gy p g
 in line with white dwarf supernovae observation

 13 75bb ld t t i t t~13.75bb years old at current microwave temperature.
 agreement with Hubble’s constant & oldest stars observed
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Why is the sky dark at night? Why is the sky dark at night? 
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Olbers’ ParadoxOlbers’ Paradox

If the universe is infinite  
& stars are uniformly 
distributed in space…

Heinrich Olbers
(1758~1840)

distributed in space…

Why is the night sky black if the universe is infinite & 
filled with stars?
 should see a star in every direction we look
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 the sky should be ablaze with light!



Paradox ExplainedParadox Explained

Universe has a finite age.g
 limited number of visible stars 

since light travels at finite speed

Expandingxpanding nature of universe.
li h d hif d f h starlight gets redshifted out of the 

visible range
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Life in the UniverseLife in the Universe

 Life on EarthLife on Earth
 Possibility of Life in Other WorldPossibility of Life in Other World
 Search for Extraterrestrial IntelligenceSearch for Extraterrestrial Intelligence Search for Extraterrestrial IntelligenceSearch for Extraterrestrial Intelligence
 Interstellar Travel & its ImplicationInterstellar Travel & its Implication
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 Further Reading:Further Reading: The Essential Cosmic Perspective, Chapter 18The Essential Cosmic Perspective, Chapter 18



Are we alone?Are we alone?

Humans have speculated about life on other worlds. 
 assumed by many scientists/thinkers of 17th & 18th centuries
widely accepted by the public at the turn of 20th century
more skeptical once we began exploring the planets

Recent advances in astronomy/biology renewed interest 
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y gy
during the last few decades Astrobiology.



How do we study early life on Earth? How do we study early life on Earth? 

History of life on Earth deduced from study of fossils y y
buried in layers of sedimentary rocks. 
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Fossil Records of Life on EarthFossil Records of Life on Earth
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Fossil Records of Life on EarthFossil Records of Life on Earth
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Grand Canyon



Fossil Records of Life on EarthFossil Records of Life on Earth
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Fossil Evidence for the Early Origin of LifeFossil Evidence for the Early Origin of Life

G l i l i d h d t il i l t 500Geological period shows more detail in last ~500mm years. 
 all prior life were microscopic  more difficult to identify
 old rocks subjected to heat/pressure that may have destroyed themj p y y

Stromatolites found in very old rocks. 
 date back to 3.5bb years agodate back to 3.5bb years ago
 ancient organisms are advanced enough to build stromatolites

There is evidence that life thrived before 3.85bb years ago.
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There is evidence that life thrived before 3.85bb years ago. 
 life arose when conditions first allow them



Geological Time ScaleGeological Time Scale
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First Life on EarthFirst Life on Earth
Earth born ~4 5bb years agoEarth born ~4.5bb years ago.
Heavy bombardment during first few 100mm years.

l l f bl some impacts can vaporise early oceans  no life possible.

Mineral evidence suggests oceans formed by 200mm years. 
 natural chemistry laboratories that could lead to life
 but almost certainly extinguished by major impacts

Living organism quickly arose after impacts had subsided. 
 life thrive by 3.85b years ago but mainly single-cells for >1bb year
 land inhospitable for longer time                                            

without a protection ozone layer

Cyanobacteria may have produced 
oxygen through photosynthesis by 
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3.5bb years ago.



Explosion of LifeExplosion of Life
Oxygen began to accumulate by 2bb years agoOxygen began to accumulate by 2bb years ago. 
Life on land became possible when atmospheric oxygen 

accumulated enough to form an ozone layer. 
 oxygen reach breathable level only a few 100s million years ago

Oxygen is probably toxic 
to most organisms living g g
before ~2bb years ago. 

Dramatic change in fossilDramatic change in fossil 
record ~540mm years ago. 
Cambrian explosionCambrian explosion 
 sudden increase in 

animal diversity!
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Age of ReptilesAge of Reptiles

Early dinosaurs & mammals arose 225~250mm years ago. 
Dinosaurs dominated for over 100mm years.

 die out ~65m years ago, probably due to asteroid/comet impact
 paved the way for large mammals

Earliest humans appeared only a few million years ago. 
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pp y y g
 our industry/technology only existed over the last few centuries



Dinosaur RemainsDinosaur Remains
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Dinosaur RemainsDinosaur Remains

S h i MH Wi JL H JR T ki JB 2005S h i MH Wi JL H JR T ki JB 2005 S f Ti V l dS f Ti V l d
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Cellular Preservation in Tyrannosaurus rex. Science 307: 1952Cellular Preservation in Tyrannosaurus rex. Science 307: 1952--1955. 1955. 



Yesterday’s Yesterday’s TT--RexRex

Tiny bits of protein 
extracted from 68mm yearextracted from 68mm year 
old dinosaur bones! 

i il t hi k t i similar to chicken protein
 1st molecular evidence of 

link between birds &link between birds & 
dinosaurs 
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BBC News, 12BBC News, 12thth April 2007April 2007



Conditions for LifeConditions for Life

Lif k i i bb b db dLife, as we know it, is carboncarbon--basedbased. 

Our requirements are:Our requirements are:
 abundant oxygen 
 presence of liquid water presence of liquid water 
 atmosphere that is not poisonous
 abundant & varied food sources abundant & varied food sources 
 suitable environmental conditions
 fairly narrow temperature range fairly narrow temperature range

We tend to think conditions for life are narrow & specific. 

But life do exist in more hostile environments!
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Life in Extreme ConditionsLife in Extreme Conditions

Life has also been found in all temperature extremes. 
microscopic organisms living in deep oceans around blackmicroscopic organisms living in deep oceans around black 

smokers & hot springs  thrive in temperature up to 110C
 organisms get energy from chemical reactions in heated water
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 organisms get energy from chemical reactions in heated water



Other Ecological Niche Other Ecological Niche 

Methane Ice Worms
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Necessity of LifeNecessity of Life

Life as a whole has only 3 basic requirements. 
 nutrient source from which to build living cells
 energy to fuel activities of life
 liquid water

Served as starting point to search for life elsewhere.
 nutrients/energy readily available on almost every planet/moon 
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 liquid water is the limiting factor!



Best Candidate for Extraterrestrial LifeBest Candidate for Extraterrestrial Life
W t i t l t t ld i lWater requirement rules out most worlds in our solar 

system.
There are 2 major possibilities beside Earth.

 Mars
 large moons orbiting Jovian planets
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Mars (2001), HST



MarsMars
The High Resolution StereoThe High Resolution Stereo 
Camera on ESA's Mars Express 
obtained this perspective view on 
2005 during orbit.
It shows an unnamed impact 
crater, 35 km wide & a depth of 
~2 km beneath the crater rim, 
located on Vastitas Borealis alocated on Vastitas Borealis, a 
broad plain that covers much of 
Mars's far northern latitudes. 
The circular patch of bright p f g
material located at the centre of 
the crater is residual water ice. 
The colours are very close to 

l b h i l li f i

Mars is the best candidate to host life. 

natural, but the vertical relief is 
exaggerated 3 times. 

warm & wet for some periods in its distant past, similar to early 
Earth  life is possible
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 subsurface ice  life may still exist near volcanic heat sources



Possible Life on Jovian MoonsPossible Life on Jovian Moons
E ma ha e a liq id aterEuropa may have a liquid water 

ocean beneath its icy surface. 
k b id l h i ibl kept warm by tidal heating, possibly 
with volcanic vents on ocean floor

may be similar to how Earth life arosemay be similar to how Earth life arose

Ganymede/Callisto may have sub-
Europa

surface oceans, but tidal heating is 
weaker.

Titan has thick atmosphere & oceans of 
methane/ethane.
 frozen water, life can perhaps exist in liquids 

other than water
Titan
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Pockets of liquid water might exist deep underground.



Which about other stars?Which about other stars?

Only certain stars may have habitable planets. y y p
 old enough so that life can arise in a few 100mm years
 allow for stable planetary orbits  cannot be binary systems
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water can exist as liquid on surface



Habitable Zone of a StarHabitable Zone of a Star

 Habitable zone is the region in which a terrestrial planet
i i li id i f
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can maintain liquid water on its surface.



Are EarthAre Earth--like planets rare or common?like planets rare or common?
Most scientists expect Earth like planets to be commonMost scientists expect Earth-like planets to be common.

 billions of stars in our galaxy have medium-size habitable zones
 l t f ti th i di t t t i l l t f il planet formation theory indicates terrestrial planets form easily

Some scientists proposed a “rare Earth hypothesis”.
we happen to be in the galactic habitable zone
 presence of a stable Jupiter to deflect comets/asteroids
 plate tectonics which allows CO2 cycle to stabilize climate
 a moon to keep tilt of Earth’s axis stable

Debate about how unique these 
“coincidences” are.coincidences  are. 
will not know until we have more 

data on other planets
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p



Can we expect to find civilization in other worlds?Can we expect to find civilization in other worlds?
H i ili ti i t i l ith hHow many civilizations exist in our galaxy with whom 

we could make contact?

Number of civilizations  = NHP  flife  fciv  fnow

NHP = number of habitable planets in the galaxy
f f ti f h bit bl l t hi h t ll t i lifflife = fraction of habitable planets which actually contain life

fciv = faction of life-bearing planets where civilization at some time has arisen
f f ti f i ti i ili ti hi h till i tfnow = fraction of communicating civilizations which still exist

Simple formula is a variation of that first expressed in 
1961 by Cornell University astronomer Frank Drake.

Known as the Drake equation
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Known as the Drake equation.



Estimation of ParametersEstimation of Parameters
Factors are generally unknown & cannot be calculatedFactors are generally unknown & cannot be calculated. 

Term we can best estimate is NHP. 
 consider single stars with mass < a few Msun

& 1 habitable planet/star, NHP  10bb ~100bb
 unless “rare Earth” idea is true

Life arose rapidly on Earth, but is our only example. e a ose ap d y o a t , but s ou o y e a p e.
 flife could be close to 0 or close to 1. 
 flif = 10-3 to 1 (?) flife  10 to 1 (?)

Life flourished for 4bb years before 
i ili ticivilization arose. 
 unclear whether this was typical, fast, or slow

9
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 fciv = 10-9 to 1 (?????)



Are we the only one?Are we the only one?
W h b bl f i t t ll i ti fWe have been capable of interstellar communication for 

60 years out of the ~13bb year age of the galaxy. 
f d d h l i fnow depends on how long we survive

 fnow = 1/200mm to 1 (?????)

Number of civilizations = 10-11 to 1011 ! (big uncertainty)
 For 10-11  we are the only one! (100bb galaxies)y ( g )
 For 1011  there are billions of us in the Milky Way!

If there are so many why have we not detected any one?If there are so many, why have we not detected any one?

Another argument:Another argument:
We are very rare!
 At least 10m species on Earth  we are the only one with our 
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level of intelligence & technical capability.



Where are the aliens?Where are the aliens?
We can populate the galaxy with our current technologyWe can populate the galaxy with our current technology.

 colonize nearby stars within a few centuries
 spread to stars within 100s of light-years in 50 000 years spread to stars within 100s of light-years in 50,000 years
 outposts throughout the galaxy in a few million years

Ci ili ations sho ld e ist in the gala if we are typicalif we are typical!Civilizations should exist in the galaxy if we are typicalif we are typical! 
 our galaxy is ~13bb years old, 8bb years older than Earth
 1st should appear 8bb years ago if most take 5b years to arise 1st should appear 8bb years ago if most take ~5b years to arise
many will be millions or billions 

years ahead of us  lots of timeyears ahead of us  lots of time 
to colonize the galaxy!

So where is everybody?So where is everybody?   
Why haven’t they visited us?
 known as Fermi’s paradox
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 known as Fermi s paradox



Possible Solutions to Fermi’s ParadoxPossible Solutions to Fermi’s Paradox
We are aloneWe are alone.

 civilizations are extremely rare & we are the first one to arise
we are unique the first in the universe to attain self-awarenesswe are unique, the first in the universe to attain self awareness

Civilizations common, but none has colonized the galaxy.
h i ll l i h d / li h i i perhaps interstellar travel is even harder/costlier than we imagine

 or most civilizations have no desire to travel or colonize
 or most civilizations have destroyed themselves before they could or most civilizations have destroyed themselves before they could
we may never explore the stars, because it is impossible or we will 

destroy ourselves firstdestroy ourselves first

There is a galactic civilization.
it h d lib t l l d it lf f it has deliberately concealed itself from us

we are the rookies, who may be on the verge of a great adventure
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 f i l & h h i lli i h

SETI: Search for ExtraTerrestrial IntelligenceSETI: Search for ExtraTerrestrial Intelligence

If we are typical & there are other intelligent species, then 
some should also be interested in making contact.

Radio telescopes used to listen for encoded radio signals. 
 search strategies decide which stars to g

observe  millions of frequencies scanned

A 3-min powerful signal was sent toA 3 min powerful signal was sent to 
the globular cluster M13 in 1974. 
 now we just listenj

SETI now privately funded 
due to low chance ofdue to low chance of 
success & large amount of 
time required
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time required. 



SETI: Search for ExtraTerrestrial IntelligenceSETI: Search for ExtraTerrestrial Intelligence
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How about visiting them?How about visiting them?
Can we actually visit worlds in other star systems?Can we actually visit worlds in other star systems?

 huge distance between the stars!
 limited by the speed of light  great technological hurdle! limited by the speed of light  great technological hurdle! 

Our current interstellar spacecrafts, Pioneers 10 & 11, and 
Voyagers 1 & 2 take 10 000 years to travel 1 light yearVoyagers 1 & 2, take 10,000 years to travel 1 light-year. 
 take some 100,000 years to reach the nearest star system
 each carries a greeting from Earth in case it gets picked up each carries a greeting from Earth in case it gets picked up
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Interstellar travel by man is also possible
What about Interstellar Travel?What about Interstellar Travel?
Interstellar travel by man is also possible.

 but will take a long time 
 240 000 years to reach Sirius at 11km/s! 240,000 years to reach Sirius at 11km/s! 

may require huge spaceship containing a community

To make interstellar journeys within human lifetime, 
starships will need to travel close to the speed of light. 
 time slows down for interstellar traveler 

round trip to Sirius at v = 99.5% c
 17.5 years to Earth person but only 1.75 years to traveler
round trip to Sirius at v = 99.9% c         
 17.4 years to Earth person but only 3 months to traveler!

 age less & fast forward into the future!
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 however large accelerations are painful!



Considerations for Interstellar TravelConsiderations for Interstellar Travel

Chemical rockets are impractical for interstellar travel.
 going faster needs more fuel 

h i hi heavier ship 
 harder to accelerate!

New types of engines & energy sources required.
 accelerating Star Trek’s USS Enterprise to 50% c would require 

2,000 times the total annual energy use of the world
 has to carry lots of fuel  more mass  more energy needed!
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 starships will also require new types of shielding to protect crew



Bottom LineBottom Line
C t ti t hi ld b iConstructing a starship would be expensive.

 political will & international cooperation required

Theory of relativity will complicate life for 
space travelersspace travelers.
 time slows down for interstellar traveler
 less provisions required & traveler age less less provisions required & traveler age less
 crew will return to a very different world!

Enormous obstacles to interstellar travel!
 possible if we do not destroy ourselves firstp f y f
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